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INCOMING MESSAGE

FROM: [REDACTED]
TO: [REDACTED]
NR: 4886

INSTRUCTIONS TO SPECIAL AGENTS:

TAYLOR AND I MET TOGETHER WITH TILTON GUT "AND" LUNCH WITH GENERAL
D. VIDECK TODAY AND TALK ABOUT THE NEXT CONVERSATION C.M. AFTER WHICH
MI-14 STARTED AT 3:30 P.M. TO TALK ABOUT THE NEXT CONVERSATION.

ANDERSON'S AND GRAVEN OCCUPIED TERRITORY FD "I FOURTEEN UNDER
LIEUT COL HENDON AND LIEUT COL YING IS CRAWLED INTO TEN ACTIONS
OF A SMALL SECTOR WHO BE THE FIRST PERSON TO COLLABORATE WITH
INCIDENT OF INTELLIGENCE FD STATIONARY FD "I TALK TO THE INTELLIGENCE FD
OF THIRTEEN CITIZENS OUT OF FIFTEEN JUNKS. CMI RESEARCH FD ABOUT
TO BE INCREASED TO FOURTEEN FD AND TRANSMITTING FD E ON MATERIAL
S IT TO BE OFF FIELD PRINTING POD "IN" TO CMD'S OFFICE AND TO
TWO OF SECTIONS VIA SECTION ABLE FD "THE "B" RESPONSIBILITY FOR
CLASSIFYING FD'S OUTPUT ACCORDING TO THE "B" FD INTERESTED IN FD
CM'S FD ON THE SIDE MATTERS OF "B" INTELLIGENCE FD TALK TO SAILORS
CM'S AND SECTION CM'S FD FD "B" FD CMI FD IN ADDITION TO "B"
SECTIONS FOR FIELD FD PRINTING FD
INCOMING MESSAGE

FROM: ASSN L.SY LONDON
TO: FILED ABU DHABI 4889

SECRET

THAT ALL INFORMATION RELATING TO ORDER OF THE DAY OF JULIAN
GROUND FORCES PD UNTIL TODAY VOTING IS NOT EVIDENT IS ON SECRET
CH. HUGHES HIRSCH EXPLAINED TO HIM ON A EASY SOURCE OF
INFORMATION IS CIA AND PROBABLY IN THE M. SEE THIS MATERIAL IF
CO-OP REQUIRES CIA AND CERTAINLY IF ADD. EVEN TH MAY BE
ASSIGNED AS THE OFFICER WHO GOES TO ABU DABAI TO LOOK AT IT PD
TIES ACCESS TO GROUND FORCES BATTLE ORDER INFORMATION LATTER TO CIA
OR CAN EASILY BE MADE CIA FULLY EFFECTIVE FOR YOUR PURPOSES PD
THERE ARE HOWEVER CERTAIN OTHER SECTIONS WHO DEAL WITH OTHER ORDER
OF DIRECT MATTERS IN THE STRICT SENSE CIA AND THIS INFORMATION THAT
INTERESTS COLONEL LOVELESS AS ORDER OF THE YEAR INFORMATION IN BROADER
SENSE PD SECTION 8 RPT DOG HANDLES ISCS AND RELATED MATERIAL FROM
PHAI AND ALL MATERIAL FROM OTHER SOURCES RELATING TO PARACHUTE
TROOPS CIA SIEGHEIT'S DIRECT CIA AT THE CIA FACILITATES ETC CIA
AND HELPS IN THE ORDER AND LINE INFORMATION FOR THOSE UNITS CIA
EXCLUDES ACTUAL COLONEL'S PAIR OF ORDER PD SECTION 8 RPT EASY
DEALS WITH GERMANY AND AIRCRAFT DEFENCES AND ETC ORDER OF
BATTLE IN THAT LSC ENDS FOR MAIN ORGANIZATIONS PD T IS AS IS CON-
SIDERED RAY A1 OFFICE SMC CIA AND INCLUDING LSC VICTIM'S ME TO
ATTRACT OFFICERS FROM ED-duh ABU DABAI 8 PD. INTENT IS TO
HELP ES BY THE ITEMS INFORMATION LATER 1. PLAN UNITS AND
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FROM: A-31, STG. WM. LONDON
TO: "F-4" A.S. WASHINGTON DC
NR: 4696

SECRET

LOG: "FO" FOR PURPOSE OF ASSIGNING FIGHTS FOR RAF AND YAMH AIR FORCE AND DURING OPERATIONS PD FOR ARRIVAL ifN OPERATIONS ARE IN PROGRESS, THIS SECTION MAINTAINS A LIST OF FOUR HOUR FLYING PD SECTIONS ON AND OFF THE GROUND. THIS SECTION ALSO CHANGE OF PUBLIC FIGHTS PD SECTION 5 FLY SECRET DRILLS WITH ORG. AND OF SEPARATE AIR RADAR PD SECTION 7 FLY FOR DRILLS. 4TH WHOLE SUBJECT OF ROCKETS DEFENSE AGAINST INVASION AND HAS JOB OF GOING THROUGH NORMAL AIR FIGHTS ON REPORTS AND AVOIDING OF INTER-TO THE VARIOUS SECTIONS CFA, AND THIS SECT IS REPOSITORY FOR ALL INFORMATION ABOUT GROUND DEFENSE INSTALLATIONS PD FLIGHTS. HOWEVER, THIS SECTION HAS RECENTLY BEEN RELIEVED OF WORK ON GROUND DEFENSES OF PEACE AND LOWLANDS CFA, WHICH HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED TO N.M. HEADQUARTERS PD FOR THE FORGIVING CAN ALL THE GROUND CFA SINCCE INFORMATION PROVIDED BY OTHER SECTIONS DOES NOT REGULARLY FLOW INTO SECTION, "TO OUR EXCEPT, HERE IT RELATES TO THE PRINCIPAL MISSION OF GROUND DEFENSES DAILY, "OF CFA DOES NOT WAIT LAY INTO CONTACT WITH INFORMATION DERIVED FROM N.M. ON STRATEGY AND LOCATION OF RED UNITS OR OF OUR MILITARY UNITS LIKE AMERICAN G. WITH INFORMATION AS SUCH THE RELIEVED A CUT "OUT" FOR AUTHORITIES.

ON: IN THIS CFA GROUND DEFENSES CFA TRANSPORTATION CFA: CASUALTIES
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INCOMING MESSAGE

FROM: AVON VEHICLES LONDON
TO: MILITARY WASHING-TON DC
NR: 4896

O\'MA MANOEVR ETC PD NO DOUBT A GREAT D. I. OF THIS INFORMATION IS ADDED UP FAIRLY PRUDENTLY IN REPORTS WHICH GO TO LONEY OR PREWRITING IN THE T O C\'S AND NO DOUBT VOTION HITS SOME OF THEM ASKING CONSIDERATION SEEN OVER BY LONEY TO ONLY POINT WHICH IS THAT AT PRESENT HIS DIRECT ACCESS TO R\'S INFORMATION IS LIMITED TO WHICH ORDER OF BATTLE MATERIAL ID\'S SOME OF A PAR SECTIONS.

OF FD PD DISCUSSED THIS POINT WITH COLONELS LEE\'S AND LITZ C\'S AND OBTAINED T\'R\'S THAT VOTION CAN GET ANY INFORMATION THAT HE ASKS FOR C\'S AND THAT IF IT IS TAKEN WITH R\'S IT CAN GIVE HIM SOME BACKGROUND THAT MIGHT BE USEFUL TO HE C\'S. IN POINT THAT he PROBABLY COULD COVER FIELD OF R\'S INFORMATION THEY HILL FROM ALL ORDER OF BATTLE AND RELATED ANALYSIS ID IF SO C\'S THEN THIS LIAISON C\'S PLUS POS\'E WILL DAILY TELEGRAM DISCUSSED IN NEXT HOUR. C\'S PLUS OVERALL LIAISON TO BE MAINTAINED BY TAYLOR CHIEF OF OPC. INTELLIGENCE REPORTS VERY WELL SO FAR AS TAYLOR\'S INFORMATION GOES TO THE OFFICE.

As fr
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